VARIOUS USES OF VISUAL IMAGERY
Or 5 for an example of how the power of visualizing can light
up a lesson in the classics, turn to Chapter VII of Benson's
House of Quiet, and read his memory of the vision which came
to him " in a dusty classroom, the gas flaring, the lesson
proceeding slowly and wearily, with a thin trickle of
exposition from the desk," a vision of that scene where
JSneas comes on Andromache at her orisons in " a clearing
in a wood of beeches " ; who ends her'burst of passionate
grief with the question " Hector ubi est ? " A scene " so
intensely real, so glowing, that I could see the pale-stemmed
beeches ; and below through a gap, low fantastic hills and
a wan river winding in the plain. I could see the white set
face of JEneas, the dark-eyed glance of the queen, the
frightened silence of the worshippers/*
Or turn to science. Nowhere perhaps is the use of visual-
ization more obvious. It is true that Sir Francis Galton in
a classical inquiry found that famous fellows of the Royal
Society of London appeared to be lacking in, or to have
lost, the power of visualizing, and relied more on abstract,
symbolic, possibly quite imageless thought. But they
had, even supposing there was not some error of misunder-
standing between them and Sir Francis, arrived at that
goal by paths denied to most; and it hardly is to be doubted
that, could they have attained their power of abstraction
without losing the faculty of vivid visualization, they would
have been still greater than they were. Lord Kelvin at
least is reported to have said that he could not understand
a theory unless he could make a model of it. And Sir J. J,
Thomson, himself a President of the Royal Society, writes
in his preface to Recent Researches in Electricity and
Magnetism: " The first chapter of this work contains an
account of a method of regarding the electric field which is
geometrical and physical rather than analytical. I have
been induced to dwell on this point because I have found that
students, especially those who commence the subject after
a long course of mathematical studies, have a great tendency
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